The nerve membrane resistance is known to be very high in resting and very low in activity.
In squid giant axon, for example, they are about 1,000 and 25 ohm cm2 respectively (1, 2). As to the functional significance of these facts, however, almost no opinion has been put forward.
Certainly, the high resting membrane resistance favours the electrotonic spread of the current, and the low active membrane resistance intensifies the action current as stimulus, so that they act together to enhance the rate of conduction or the "safety of conduction" in generalized sense. But there has been no quantitative analysis of these problems, much less of other implications.
Recently, I have derived a mathematical relation between an excited length, x, and the resting length, y, to be excited by x (3, 4 (correction)), which could explain a number of fundamental facts of conduction and excitation fairly well. Relying on it, I attempt now to approach the problem suggested above.
The equation obtained was (1) represents the length to be excited by tm, the moment of maximal stimulating effect due to x, and can be an approximate measure for the conduction velocity(3); accordingly, successive y-x-relation along conduction can represent successive variation of the velocity. Now, y-x-relation is modified by the values of k, f and k', and takes one of the three types as illustrated in fig.1 . A particular interest and importance lies in the specific length L(LI, II), than which x mnst be larger for starting an impulse (3). Of course the type I with small L is best of all for the nerve as a signalling system, and in this sense, it is very interesting to note that it seems to be actually the case in the squid giant axon (3). But, further, how k, f and k' should be interrelated, of what magnitudes they should be, and how they are in actuality, etc., must be important questions to be asked. The argument will be limited to the squid giant axon. 
II. ABSOLUTE VALUE OF rm AND CONDUTION VELOCITY
As stated above, very large rn, is not benefitable for "safe conduction".
Here we describe a particular importance of rm from the view-point of conduction velocity, v.
Suppose a potential Po applied from outside to a point of membrane. The potential at y is expressed by k, k (length constant)= Py rises if rm is raised, but, at the same time, the transverse current there decreases because of the raised rm. The same thing can be said about the action potential and current. And, as the stimulating effect is based on the current, the resting length y which can be excited by an active length x, should be a function of rm.
Let us take x and (consequently k') as constant, and consider y as a function of rm only in eq. (1 
Introducing eq. (3) and (4) into (1) (8) which indicates that y (consequently, v) simply increases with decrease of r'm. We find here a reason for the low value of4, although it can be foreseen very easily from the consideration that the smaller is, the stronger becomes the action current as stimulus. We see further from eq.(1) that, in extreme case where4,r'm=k'=0, y becomes k log f (constant), without regard to the value of x. Physically, this is analogous to the case where source batteries of zero internal resistance are connected in parallel.
The actual nerve, where rm, appears to be designed similarly, and this makes us expect practical independence of y upon x, that is, the practical uniformity (10), in spite of the theoretical increment (3), of v along the fibre.
2) r'm and the shape and position of y-x-curve Smaller value of rm means smaller value of k', which means, in turn, steeper rise of the curve (1-e-x/k') accordingly, of the whole y- 2. The ratio of resting to active membrane
